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OTHER NATO ADL COURSES (II)

- JFC Brunssum
  - ADL 167 Introduction to Counter-Insurgency (COIN)
  - ESS02
- Operations Planning
  - ADL 131 Introduction to Comprehensive Operations Planning
  - ADL 132 Strategic Comprehensive Operations Planning
  - ADL 133 Comprehensive Operations Planning Course (COP)
  - ADL 134 Commander and Staff in Comprehensive Operations (COP)
- CDT training
- Centres of Excellence
  - COE Cyber Defence
    - Cyber Defence Awareness
  - COEDAT
    - PCS 056 Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC)
- MILENG COE
  - MILENG COE
- CIMIC Centre Of Excellence
  - ADL 140 NATO CIMIC / CMI HIGHER COMMAND COURSE (HC) and...
  - ADL 141 NATO CIMIC FIELD WORKER COURSE (NC) and...
  - ADL 142 NATO CIMIC FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIST COURSE (FCS) and...
  - ADL 143 NATO CIMIC / CMI AWARENESS COURSE (NCAC)
    - YOUR NATO CIMIC / CMI TAILOR MADE COURSE
- Course Packages for Special Audiences
  - Academic Outreach
  - NEDP Program
    - NEDP Course Material
    - Off-line (Model NATO)
- Courses for United Nations (UN) Personnel
  - ADL 006 Cultural Awareness Afghanistan
  - ADL 018 Conflict Management and Negotiation
  - ADL 040 Crowd and Riot Control (CRC)
  - ADL 041 Improvised Explosive Device Awareness Course
  - ADL 135 Gender Perspective
  - PCS 054 Multinational Crisis Management
- Downloads
  - Download
    - JCBRN Defence COE Courses
- Language Training Courses
  - ADL 032 Roseta Stone Online Language Training
  - ADL 038 English Skills for Staff Officers in Multi...
  - ADL 039 English Language Training Enhancement Cour...
- NATO Civilian Pre-Deployment Training
  - Mandatory Courses
    - ADL 006 Cultural Awareness - Afghanistan
    - ADL 009 Combating Trafficking in Human Beings
    - ADL 135 Gender Perspective
    - ADL 137 Considerations for Civilian Deployment
  - Recommended ADL Courses for NATO CIV Training
  - ADL 028 Fundamentals of CBRN Defence
  - PCS 089 Introduction to NATO Force Protection
  - ADL 067 Map Reading
  - ADL 012 Introduction to International Humanitarian...